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1. ADCP1'IOTvT 0F T1iE SECOND REDOPT C TIE COMMITTEE TO TIE COMMITTEE ON IROGRANIME 

AND BUllGET (Docиment A10/AFL/3?�) 

Decision: The draft second report of the Committee to the Committee on Programme 

and Budget was adopted г--naпïпouslу 

2. ADOPTION OF ТhE FОU Т r REР0 <Т OF THE COMMITTEE (Document A10 /AFL /35) 

Dr IТANN GLI (Italy), Rapport.ur, read the draft report, section by section. 

Decision The introdи;tioп and section 1 of the report were adopted unanimously. 

Mr BRA1I (Ireland) p, cpоs that the words `' if poas ible" in. paragraph 1 of the 

draft xesc1 :_on in. section 2 should be placed between the words "should" and 

"establish" in the first line of that paragraphs saying that that had been the order 

of the words in the text he had proposed orally and the Committee had adopted at its 

t ;zá..t.h , 
QJAi g 

DJecis ion 

(1) Section 2 was adopted 'nanimously with the order of the words changed as 

proposed by the .delegate of Ireland. 

(2) Section 3 was adopted unanimously. 

Mr ЈоС} rL (Australia) sá.id that the Australian delegation had taken no part in 

the voting at the thirteenth meeting of the Committee on the draft resolution in 

section 4 of the draft report under discussion, because it considered that such voting 

should havе been by secret ballots it was pleased, however, to support the relevant 

part of thé 'repo ±t , 

Deçi.sionv Sectioд 4 was e.dоpi,д unanimously. 
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3. CELEBRATION OF THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF WHO: Item 7.7 of the Agenda 

(Official Records No. 71, Resolution WHA9.28; Official Records No. 76, 

Resolution ЕВ19,R32; Documents A10 /AFL /17 and Add.1 and Аdd.2, and 

A10 /AFL /33) (continued) 

Dr VANNUGLI (Italy), Chairman of the working party set up at the end of the 

eleventh meeting, said that it had agreed to include in its report (document:A10 /AFL %33) 

two alternative texts for paragraph 4 of the proposed draft resolution (Annexes I and 

II to the report); it had decided that the two alternatives represented different 

points of view which could not be reconciled. It was for the Committee to choose 

one or the other of the alternatives. 

Mr OLIVERO (Guatemala) considered that the two annexes attached to the report 

faithfully reflected all the views expressed during the discussion of the subject at 

the eleventh meeting. He preferred the text for paragraph 4 in Annex I to that in 

Annex II because he considered that the regional committees were the most competent 

bodies to decide who should speak on behalf of their regions at the commemorative 

session. If the alternative in Annex II were adopted, the Director -General might 

find himself in an embarrassing position because of having to make a choice. The 

subject matter of sub- paragraph 4(c) of the text in Annex II appeared to be adequately 

covered by paragraph 5; but in view of the possibility that the Committee might opt 

for the alternative paragraph 4 in Annex II he wished to propose formally the sub- 

stitution of the word "recommend" for the word "fix" in sub - paragraph 4(c) . 

Mr SIEGЕL (Assistant Director -General, Department of Administration and Finance), 

Secretary, said that if the Health Assembly adopted the alternative in Annex II the 

Director -General would, by virtue of sub -paragraph 4(a), communicate with all Member 
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States immediately after the end of the current Health Assembly asking them if they 

wished a member of their delegation to be on the list of speakers for the commemorative 

session; he would not take the sub -paragraph to mean that he should place names on 

the list in what he thought should be the order of priority. He would then submit 

to each regional committee at its next session in the autumn of 1957 the names of 

the countries which answered the сoМrmicat{. ̂n in the affirm^uative, so that the 

regional co mittees could implement the provisions of sub -paragraph 4(b). He would 

take sub- paragraph 4(c) to mean that he should simply calculate how much time could 

be accorded to each speaЖ3r withо t the commemorative session exceeding two days. 

Dr CAYIA (Franca) greatly appreciated the ir�partial manner in which the working 

party had discharged its respo;is_bïlitiеs. He proposed that the Committee adopt, 

as a compromise; the following text fcr paragraph 4: 

Li-, R,{ W.М. TS each regioni 1 committee, on the basis of an equitable geographical 

distribution within its region) to choose to represent it a number of countries 

not exceeding the number of members of the Executive Board belonging to the 

region, subject to the proviso that each regional committee should be represented 

by at least two countries. Each of the countries chosen should designate the 

speaker to make a state mint at the special sess ion taking into account the 

limited time devoted to the commemorative session. 

One of the advantages of adopting that text was that it would be known well in advance 

of the commemorative session that theie „ù ld be only nineteen speakers, and, con - 

seauently, it would be possible to cаlcг.lаtе the amount of time to be allotted to 

each of them. Another dvаnta.ge was that account :could be taken of the geographical 
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distribution of the Executive Board, which he believed most delegations considered 

satisfactory. He had made provision for {iwo speakers from Africa to be included in 

the list, although there was only one representative of Africa on the Executive 

Board, because he thought that what was said regarding the region should indicate not 

only the results already achieved in the Region, but also what still remained to be 

done. He hoped that the text he had proposed would provide a means of bringing the 

discussion to a satisfactory conclusion quickly. 

Mr BOTHA (Union of South Africa) was unwilling to comment on the text just 

proposed by the delegate of France without first seeing it in writing. 

After considering the two alternative texts for paragraph 4 in the working 

partyls report he had come to the conclusion that there were four points exercising 

the minds of those present, namely - th need for adequate geographical distribution; 

the participation of the regional committees in the decisions which would have to be 

taken regarding who should speak for the regions; the need�':;.a time limit; and the 

contention that all Members should enjoy the right to have a representative make a 

speech during the commemorative session on their behalf. The fourth of these points 

was the only one not included in the text in Annex I. If the Health Assembly wished 

to take an affirmative decision on the first three points there was no reason why it 

should not do so on the fourth point also. He therefore preferred the alternative 

in Annex II. 
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Dr REGALA (Philippines) _?.iвеd the question of what should be done with 

affirmative answers to the Director -General's communication received after the con- 

clusion of the 1957 sessions cf the regional committees but before 1 January 1958, 

the closing date for such answers indicated in sub - paragraph )+(a) of Annex II. 

The SECRETARY said he presumed that the closing date some time after the con- 

clusion of the 1957 sessions of the regional committees had been proposed so that 

regional committees of regions in wh_.ch no country answered the Director -General 's 

communication affirmatively could take suitable steps to encourage one or more 

countries in their regions to ask that their names be placed on the list before it 

was closed. 

Dr SIRI (Argentina) said that he gas glad that at the present meeting there was 

a more liberal spirit than there had been at the Committee's eleventh meeting, when 

it had been argued that only one representative of each region should speak at the 

commemorative session, He thought that all Members should be given an opportunity 

to express their opinions on WH01s work at that session. He agreed to that session 

being limited to two days, although he would have preferred arrangements to have been 

made for the session to last two and a half days, The Director- General might ask 

Members what they considered should be said regarding their countries at the commemora- 

tive session, so as to provide regional representatives chosen to speak at that session 

with some indication of what was expected of them. There being nothing in sub- 

paragraph i+(а) of Annex II incompatible with paragraph 4 of Annex I, he wished to 
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propose that the substance of sub - paragraph 4(a) of Annex II be added at the end of 

paragraph 4 of Annex I, "Requests the Director -General, with a view to giving effect 

to the above provision, to invite Member States to inform him as soon as possible 

whether they wish to be on the list of speakers at the Tenth Anniversary commemorative 

session, which list shall be closed by 1 January 1958" and that there be added "and 

at the same time invite Member States to inform him of their views regarding health 

problems in their countries so that they may be taken into account by those speaking 

on behalf of the region". 

Mr BRADY (Ireland) said that although he appreciated the efforts of the 

delegation of France to find a compromise solution, he regretted that a number of new 

amendments had been proposed at the present late stage of the Committee's work on the 

item. The proposed commemorative session would be a World Health Assembly and every 

Assembly had the right to determine its own procedure. So far the right of any 

Member to contribute to the debates had been respected. Any attempt to deprive 

Members of that right at the commemorative session would be undesirable; and there 

would be a safeguard as regards time, since it had been agreed that the session should 

not last longer than two days. He would suggest that a vote might be taken when the 

additional proposals were available in writing. 

The CHAIRMAN read out the paragraph in the record of the eleventh meeting 

(A10 /AFL /Min /11, page 24) reading: 

"Sir Arcot МUDALIAR (India) proposed that a working party be established 
immediately to consider the amendments to document A10 /AFL /17 Add.1 and Add.2 
and to place before the Committee for voting, without any further discussion, 
the proposal contained in Addendum 1, paragraph 4, and the revised proposals 
in Addendum 2 as amended by the working party." 
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Sir Arcot MUDALIAR (India ) said that the Committee had spent so much time dis- 

cussing the item that he thought that the best decision it could have taken would 

have been simply to recommend that the usual procedure followed at World Health 

Assemblies regarding statements by delegates should be followed at the commemorative 

session; the President of the commemorative session would have been able to exercise 

his discretion and there would be no need for the present Health Assembly to take a 

decision on all the complicated procedures under discussion. 

He moved the closure of the debate. 

Mr LIVERAN (Israel ) expressed agreement with everything that Sir Arcot Mudaliar 

had just said. 

The CHAIRMAN, with reference to Rule 59 of the Rules of Procedure, asked whether 

anyone wished to speak against the motion for the closure of the debate. 

No-one asked for the floor, 

Decision: The motion for closure of the debate was carried unanimously. 
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The С1АI?'иј1 ruled that the amendment of the delegate of Guatemala should be 

put to the vote first, and next the whole of the alternative text for paragraph 4, 

in Annex II. If necessary, the amendment of the delegate of Argentina could then 

be noted on; then the proposal of the delogata of France, which he considered as 

an amendment to paragraph 4 in Annex 2; and finally, paragraph 4 in Annex I. 

Dr СAХLА (France), on a point of order, said that he considered his text 

constituted a separate proposal, to replace both the texts for paragraph 4 in the 

Working Party ►s report, and that it should be put to the vote first. 

The CHAIRHAN, having maintained his ruling on the order of vote, a vote was 

taken on the Guatemalan amendment to paragraph 4(c) in Annex II of the Working 

Partyls report. 

Decision: The proposal of the delegate of Guatemala was rejected by 
19 votes to 15 with 12 abstentions. 

Sir Arcot МUDАLIAR (India) was not sure that the decision just taken was 

. compatible with Rule 54 of the Rules of Procedure, which appeared to reserve to 

the Health лssem1ly the right of limiting the time allowed to each speaker. 

Mr ш{L АCr г (Saudi Arabia) thought that if the Health Assembly, by a resolution, 

authorized the Director.General to limit the time allowed to speakers, that would be 

in order. 

Dr $АU L (Switzerland) said that Rule 54 of the Rules of Procedure conferred 

on the Health Assembly the right to place a limit on the length of speeches at its 

raeetings; by the decision just taken the Committee was merely proposing to the 
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Assembly that there should be a time -limit, and that the Director -General be 

empowered to fix it. There was nothing to prevent the Health Assembly 

authorizing Sze Director- General to take measures to give effect to such a decision 

on its part. 

Dr SIRI (Argentina) said that in his opinion the words "the Health Assembly" 

in Rule 54 meant only the Health Assembly in session at the time of the application 

of the rule. If that were correct the present Health Assembly could not limit 

the length of speeches to be made at the commemorative session, 

The S С Ет'tRУ said that he had come to the conclusion that, firstly, the 

provisions in the texts submitted by the lоrkin,g Party were aimed solely at 

ensuring that the proceedings at the commemorative session could be conducted 

smoothly and completed within two days, and secondly, that any decision regarding 

the length of speeches at the commemorative session taken at the current session 

could be changed at the commemorative session in so far as such changes would be 

permitted by arrangements made before the beginning of the commemorative session. 

Mr LIVERл (Israel) thought it useless for the present Assembly to make, for 

the commemorative session, decisions that could be reversed at that session, 

The Rapporteur had borne that in mine_ and there was nothing in the Working 

Partyls report which would violate any article of the Constitution or any Rule of 

Procedure, if it wore adopted by the Health Assembly. 
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He urged that a decision be taken immediately on the text for paragraph 4 

in Annex II of the Working Partyls report. 

Decision: 

(1) The Committee adopted 

by 27 votes to 12, with 8 a 

(2) The Committee adopted 

substituting for paragraph 
7 abstentions. 

the text in Anneх II of the Working Party's report 
bstentions. 

the draft resolution in Annex I of that report, 
4 the text just adopted, by 31 votes to 8, with 

4. А1 NDМЕМТ5 TO THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE H&LLTB ASSENBLY: Item 7.6 of 

the Agenda (Official Records No. 76, Resolution EВ19.R74; Document A10 /AFL/32) 

Mr DUPONТ -WI L1EмIN (Guatemala), Rapporteur, Legal Sub -Committee, read section 1 

of the report of the Legal Sub -Committee (document A10 /AFI/32). 

The CHАIRМ N, on behalf of the Committee, thanked the Legal Sub -Committee for 

its hard work. 

Nr LIVERAN (Israel) observed that the intention behind the amendment to Rule 12 

of the Rules of Procedure had been clearly brought out during the discussion but 

English -speaking members had agreed with him that the Legal Sub -Committee's text 

might be open to criticism on grounds of ambiguity aг. defective drafting. He 

therefore proposed that it be re- worded to read: 

Subject to the provisions of Rule 11 regarding new activities and to the 
provisions of Rule 90, a supplementary item may be added to the agenda during 
any session, if upon the report of the General Committee the Assembly so 
decides, provided, that the request for the inclusion of the supplementary item 
reaches the Organization within six days from the day of the opening of a 

regular session or within two days from the day of opening of a special session, 
both periods being inclusive of the opening day. 

That change of course involved no alteration of substance. 

Decision: The text proposed by the delegate of Israel was adopted. 
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Mr GEЕRERTS (Balgium) said that as the recommendation of the Sub -Committee 

concerning Rules 92 and 99 entailed a legal contradiction, his delegation was obliged 

to abstain from approving the Sub- Committee's report. 

Decision: Section 1 of the Sub -•Committee's report was approved. 

5. USE OF THE RUSSIAN LANGU GE Т WHO МEETINGS: Supplementary Agenda Item 
(Document .10/.FL/32) 

it DUPONT- ILLaIN (Guatemala), Rapporteur, Legal Sub -Committee, read section 2 

of the Sub-Committee's report (document 10 /i1FL /32) , containing its proposed 

amendment of Rule 13 of the Rules of Procedure for Expert Committees and their Sub - 

Committe�вs to provide for the use of the Russian language at meetings of expert 

committees. 

Decision: Section 2 of the Sub -Committee's report was approved. 

6. UNITED NТIONS JOINT ST 1F FЕNSION FUND 

WHO Staff Pension Committee: .."appointment of Representatives to replace 2icmbers whose 
Period of Membership Expires: Item % .26(a) of the :'.Agenda (Document '10 /�.FL /1) . 

The SECREТARY said that in document '10 / <FL /1 the Director -General had called 

attention to the fact that in conformity with the Regulations of the United Nations 

Joint Staff Pension Fund, and with a decision of the Second World Health ::.ssembly, WHO 

had established a Staff Pension Committee, composed of nine members, three of which 

were appointed by the <`ssembly. In the past, the .ssembly's practice had been to 

choose its representatives from among members of the . xecutivс Board by designating 
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the names of three States entitled to appoint a person to the Воardt The Director - 

General suggested that the same procedure might be followed again. As the 

appointments were for three years, it was desirable to make the choice from among 

the six new Member States designated at the present Assembly to appoint members of 

the Board. 

The СHAIRКAN recalled that those Members were Afghanistan, Australia, Egypt, 

Federal Republic of Germany, Liberia, and the United States of America. In the 

absence of other suggestions he would propose with certain financial considerations 

in mind, the United States of America, with the Federal Republic of Germany as an 

alternate. 

It was so agreed. 

Annual report of the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Board for 1955: 
Item 7.26(b) of the Agenda (Document A10lAFL/ ) 

The SECRETARY explained that the Director -General transmitted in document • A10 /AFL /3 information concerning the annual report of the United Nations Joint Staff 
Pension Board for 1955, which had been presented to the eleventh session of the 

United Nations General Assembly in document А/3146 and was available to any interested 

delegation. In addition to summarizing the contents of that annual report, the 

Director- Generalts paper reproduced the approved amendments to the Regulations gоvеrning 

the Pension Fund and pointed out that the General Assembly had not approved the 

proposal for housing loans to staff members from the capital of the Pension Fund. 

No action was required and the Assembly only had to take note of the report. The 

suggested draft resolution was to be found at the end of the Director -General ►s paper. 
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Mr LIVER$N (Israel) said that the Committee might be interested to learn that 

the Joint Staff Pension Board had met in Geneva after its annual report had been 

considered in the General _ssemьlу,.and certain proposals had been unanimously 

approved which no doubt would be rеportec' to the Health asеmbly in due course. The 

discussion had been inspired by an admirable spirit of co- operation and it was 

gratifying that the Board should have decided that,, unless unforeseen circumstances 

were to arise, it need not meet for another two years, thus saving all the 

organizaticros concerned some expense. 

Decision: The draft resolution contained in document x`:10 /лFL /З was approved. 

7. REVIEW OF Sa :RIES, лLL0г •NCES ÍND BENЕFIТS: Supplementary -agenda Item 
(Documents Xl0/FL/2l and лд10 /ILL /25) . 

`fhе СH:?LRм.N, opening the discussion, observed that members would no doubt have 

carefully studied the report prepared by the :director- General at the Committee's 

request and circulated as document .°10 /;FL /21. The delegations of ".rgentinа, Chile, 

Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 

Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela and Brazil had submitted a draft resolution 

(document ��l0 /AFL /25). 

The SECREТЛRY said that in document :10 /i FL /21, the Director- General had sought 

to review a complicated subject in summary form and indicate what a vast amount of 

work had been done on the subject during the past year, Much still remained to be 

done to implement the decisions taken by the United Nations General :;,ssembly at its 

eleventh session. In compliance with a request made by the .6cecutive Board at its 
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nineteenth session, the Director -General would be furnishing the Вoard with a similar 

report for consideration at its twentieth session end. would place before it a number 

of problems arising from the application of the system- decided upon by the United 

Nations. 

The mггin point at issue was that the General . ssembly'.s decision had placed the 

United Nations in the position of deviating from the common system established between 

it end the specialized agencies and to which WHO had. subscribed. VIC still favoured 

a common system but considered that it should be such as to ensure that all the 

organizations applying it dealt with salaries, allowances and benefits equitably and 

in the same manner. 

;then the report had been prepared no decision had yet been taken on the budget 

ceiling. That having been done, section 5 now had become obsolete and should be 

ignored. 

He was prepared to give any supplementary information desired. 

Dr SIR' (rgentina) observing that the ssemъly's session would close at the end 

of the week, contended that it would be impossible to discuss adequately and thoroughly 

a very complex subject with important implications and to arrive at valid oonclusions 

in the time that remained. 

It was with such considerations in mind., as well as others, notably the inequal.. 

ities in salaries offered particularly for field work, that the fifteen delegations 

had submitted their draft resolution. The provision contained in operative paragraph 1, 

referring; the problem to the Execuéive Beard, would ensure thwt enough tine would 

be devoted to its study. 

Dr Sauter, Vice- Chairm? =took the Chair. 
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Mr LIVERAN (Israel) said that, as the draft resolution of the fifteen delegations 

dealt with a very specific aspect of the matter, he would confine his remarks at the 

present stage to the basic problem, and especially to the Director- General's clear and 

comprehensive review, which had enabled all members to aсq_u aint themselves with the 

details of the subject. 

The important point was that the matter had come before the Committee as a defect 

in co- operation between the United Nations and the specialized agencies - not because 

of actual living conditions in Geneva, nor because any representation had been made 

by the WHO staff, but because of the action taken by the United ovations in connexion 

with its own staff in New York. 

He would gzestion the wisdom of trying to rectify the situation created by a 

United Nations deviation from the common system by introducing another deviation in 

WHO. It should also be borne in mind that the United Nations had reversed a previous 

decision of its own Fifth Committee to approve in tote the Salary Review Committee's 

recommendations as a result of a personal intervention by the Secretary -Generals and 

it was significant that at the time the Secretary -General had not mentioned the position 

of the staff of the United Nations European Office. If the Health assembly now took 

action in regard to the salaries of the WHO staff at Нeadquarters, that would create 

differences in treatment between the WHO staff and that of the United Nations in Geneva, 

and perhaps also the staff of ILO. 

The twenty -first report of the - Ïdniinistrative Committee on Co-ordination to the 

Economic and Social Council, reproduced in document iá.0 /P&:в /6 dd.2, contained a 

section VI entitled "_dministrative questions" which was clearly relevant to the present 

discussion and he regretted that it should not have been brought to the Committee's 
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attention. It emerged from that document that not a word of criticism had been 

voiced, nor had there been any suggestion that a problem had arisen, in the 

Administrative Committee on Co- ordination (LCC) during its twenty -fourth session held 

at the beginning of May in Geneva, in other words some considerable time after the 

General Assembly's deliberations • Surely the proper way to return to full 

co- ordination as regards salaries, allowances and benefits w which after all was the 

objective - was to refer the matter to ACC where the executive heads of the United • Nations and its specialized agencies could discuss a solution to the problem with 
frankness and freedom. Separate action by WHO would put an end to co- ordination 

between the United Nations and the specialized agencies since it would undoubtedly be 

followed by unilateral action by other specialized agencies and further steps by the 

United Nations itself. his delegation was not opposed to the Geneva staff being 

granted something to which they were entitled but would strongly deprecate any action 

by WHO without consultation with the other organizations, especially since the 

consequences of a breakdown in the system of co- ordination would be borne ultimately 

by Member governments. If a problem existed, it should be referred in the first • instance to the : ministrative Committee on Co- ordination. If necessary the 

Director- General should be authorized' to ask for a special meeting of that Committee 

to consider the implications of the decision taken by the United Nations General 

Assembly and what common action it cawed. for. The Еесutјvе Board might then be 

requested to submit recommendations in the light of ACC's conclusions to the Eleventh 

World health Assembly. If ACC failed to reach agreement then the whole matter would 

have to be reconsidered. Such a procedure would ensure that the problem was fully 

discussed in all its aspects. 
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Dr DIл.Z- COLLER (Mexico) said that the difficulties of international organizations 

in recruiting suitably qu alified staff were well knоwn 
; 

he had called the attention 

of the Regional Director for the mericas to unfilled vacancies in the Regional Office 

and the Mexico Zone Office had also had difficulties in that respect. He commended 

the draft resolution of the fifteen delegations to the Committee since it would enable 

the Executive Board to study the matter in detail and find a suitable solution, 

Paragraph 4 of the preamble was in his opinion particularly important because it 

emphasized the difficulty, under existing conditions, of attracting into the 

Organization young mon who would ke a career of public health work. 

Nr OLIVERO (Guatemala) agreed with those speakers who in previous discussions 

had brought out the special position of WHO owing to the highly specialized nature of 

its activities. The Organization could take pride in the high technical level 

attained which had been undoubtedly due to the excellence of its technical staff, at 

Headquarters, in the regional offices, and engaged on projects, but requirements for 

qualified personnel were not yet fully satisfied and must be met or work in the future 

would be endangered. 

Governments were most appreciative of the valuable advice and equipment received 

and the figures contained in document :10/Fx1/16 indicating their contribution towards 

the implementation of projects were a measure of their appreciation. His own 

Government had been pleased with the quality of the personnel so far sent by WHO and 

was anxious that there should be no falling off in the standard, it being essential 

for the persons concerned not only to be highly qualified' and experienced but to have 

outstanding personal qualities, to have some knowledge of the language of the country 
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in which they worked, an understanding of its problems and the underlying purposes of 

the projects. He urged. the Committee to accept the draft resolution of the fifteen 

delegations in the conviction that it would serve the important purpose of maintaining 

the Organization's high prestige. 

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m. 


